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of informed consent as 'the cutting
edge of the patient autonomy movement'. He attempts to reconcile the
views of its opponents and proponents
by offering a clinically realistic and
operational model of informed consent, in which it is treated not merely
as a ritual but as a useful tool for
medical management.
The first part of the book prepares
the ground for the model presented in
the second. It discusses the insufficiency of the legal approach to the doctrine of informed consent, analyzes the
arguments of the 'paternalists' and of
their critics, who defend the autonomy
of patients, examines empirical studies
concerning informed consent, and
reflects on values that are at stake here.
The operational model provided in
the second part of the book is treated
as a practical application of the major
theoretical work, A History and Theory
of Informed Consent, by R Faden and
T Beauchamp, which also provides 'a
standard by which the model can be
judged' (page 72).
Wear's model comprises three
stages. During the first rather complex
and long stage, called Comprehensive
Disclosure - which serves primarily as
an insurance against a malpractice suit
- the patient is provided with a lot of
information (such as the diagnosis,
prognosis without the treatment,
recommended treatment where appropriate, identification of risks and
benefits, and alternative treatments)
recognizing that the patient may be
unable to understand it all.
The aim of the second stage, called
The Core Disclosure, 'is to present [to
the patient] the essentials of the
choice at hand in an approachable and
palatable fashion' (page 99). So the
doctor needs to focus on the basic
reasons for recommending a given
treatment.
Unlike the first two stages, in which
the doctor may do al: the talking (if
the patient chooses not to interact),
during the third stage (called Assessment, Clarification, and Patient's
Choice) it is the patient who is asked
to speak and provide a summary of
what he or she has been told. The aim
of this stage is to correct and clarify
the patient's actual level of understanding which will be followed by the
patient's choice.
The book is written in a clear,
simple and very practically oriented
style. It provides dozens of helpful
recommendations to practitioners
regarding how to proceed in different
situations (for example, when and
how to talk about risks, or how to pre-

improved by brief notes on the nature
and level of at least the main works.)
Twelve broad areas are covered in as
many chapters: consent and refusal;
confidentiality and medical records;
children and young people; reproduction and genetic technology; caring for
the dying; cessation of treatment, nonresuscitation, aiding suicide and
euthanasia; treatment and prescribing;
research; duel obligations; relations
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sent alternative treatments), so in this
respect it fulfils its promise to explain
what the doctrine of informed consent
amounts to at the bedside. Whether
the whole model will satisfy the
paternalists as well as the 'autonomists' and whether practitioners will
find it attractive enough to treat it as 'a
useful tool for medical management'
remains to be seen.

